Editorial on Coronavirus World Reality
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Until their appearance in the World, coronavirus, acting as propagating virus, astonish all the scientific community with his virulence and capacity of produce deaths. It appearance was in Wuhan, Hubei Province, in China, and then was named COVID-19 by the World Health Organization (WHO) on January 12th, 2020. It had been an incredible adversary to scientific community until then, because the number of deaths increases in all the world and no cure or vaccine was known to stop the evolution of this disease. Efforts were made and still doing to stop this virus and its virulence but were enough. Some people that have the disease are recovering in all worlds but the factor that produces this recovering it is not well known. The immune system of that who recovered is blessed of somehow way but not sufficient to inform to us how to cure.

The number of deaths is over than 284000 in the entire World in a total of almost 4.1 million people infected [1]. In the John Hopkins Hospital University and Medicine dashboard about the coronavirus we can see that United States is a leader of cases with 1.3 million. The first advice is to social isolation where the people stay home and some essentials services are disposable for the population, as supermarkets, pharmacies, bakery and other. It is exist an effort of Government of some Countries, they have doing to preserve people and economic alive.

The new research it will make to found a remedy or vaccine to prevent or abolish this disease. The human body is still suitable to the evolution of this virus inside the cells, mainly in the pulmonary tissue, separating on the hemoglobin the iron ion essential to the respiratory carry of oxygen to all cells of the body [2]. This mechanism also affected with the normal offered of oxygen to the organism and the normal metabolic pathway of the human body, it is result in human disease and failure of some organs function.

New remedies are been proposed to be used to obtain the cure or decrease of this disease as chloroquine and others [3]. The solution has been the main objective of takes this pandemic solved with a vaccine or medication that combats the virus. The scientific community take care to solve this problem urgently and to restore the health and the life for all.

The hopeless of the world people is to be saving of this pandemic disease and to return to their lives healthy and in security. I agree with the World Health Organization [4] to stay at home and to obey the directives that are proposed to the world population.
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